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ABSTRACT

1

With the dramatically increasing participation in online social networks (OSNs), huge amount of private information becomes available on such sites. It is critical to preserve users’ privacy without
preventing them from socialization and sharing. Unfortunately,
existing solutions fall short meeting such requirements. We argue
that the key component of OSN privacy protection is protecting
(sensitive) content – privacy as having the ability to control information dissemination. We follow the concepts of private information
boundaries and restricted access and limited control to introduce a
social circle model. We articulate the formal constructs of this model
and the desired properties for privacy protection in the model. We
show that the social circle model is efficient yet practical, which
provides certain level of privacy protection capabilities to users,
while still facilitates socialization. We then utilize this model to
analyze the most popular social network platforms on the Internet
(Facebook, Google+, WeChat, etc), and demonstrate the potential
privacy vulnerabilities in some social networks. Finally, we discuss
the implications of the analysis, and possible future directions.

In recent years, many online social network services (SNSs) such as
Facebook have become extremely popular, attracting a large number of users to generate and share diverse (personal) contents. With
the advancement of information retrieval and search techniques, on
the other hand, it has become easier to do web-scale identification
and extraction of users’ personal information from SNSs. Therefore, malicious or curious users could take an advantage of these
techniques to collect others’ private and sensitive information. In
fact, we have been overwhelmed by news reports on the problems
caused by the lack of social network privacy. Let us illustrate a
real-world case where one’s private information is being leaked.
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INTRODUCTION

Example 1.1. (Private Information Disclosure) As shown in
Fig. 1 (a), the owner of information, say Alice, shares two photos on
Google+. She is cautious about her privacy so that she configures
the album to be available only to a limited audience (i.e., small
circle of friends), which includes Mallory. However, in Google+
and other SNSs, friends are often allowed to re-share their friends’
photos, which potentially redefines the privacy setting set by the
original content owner. In this example, although Mallory receives
a warning when she attempts to re-share Alice’s photo (Fig. 1 (b)),
she can simply ignore the warning and re-share the photo with
a different circle (Fig. 1 (c)). Now, Chuck, who is not a member
of Alice’s circle (so that he could not see Alice’s original post), is
able to see the photos from Mallory’s wall (Fig. 1 (d)). Worst of
all, if Alice is not a member of Mallory’s circle, she does not get
notified of the re-share (Fig. 1 (e)). Although, it is possible for Alice
to disable re-share, that function is not obvious to regular users and
it needs to be explicitly invoked for each post, which significantly
degrades the level of usability.
As we have demonstrated, for various design rationales and
business decisions, some SNSs promote information sharing aggressively, to the extend that introduces privacy vulnerabilities.
Similar privacy breach has existed in Facebook until 2014, without
the warning message or the function to disable forwarding, ever
since such functions were introduced [29, 66]. However, as we will
demonstrate later, private information leakage is common in many
SNSs including Google+ and Sina Weibo.
In the literature, other privacy protection models and mechanisms, such as k-anonymity [61] and differential privacy [16], have
been developed for privacy-preserving data analysis. Such solutions protect individual user’s identity information in statistical

Figure 1:

The demonstration of privacy breach on Google+ (Example was captured on 02/01/2018): (a) information owner (Alice) posts photos to a circle of 4
users, including Mallory; (b) Mallory attempts to re-share and sees a warning; (c) Mallory ignores the warning and re-shares the photos; (d) Chuck, who cannot
see Alice’s post, now sees the photos from Mallory; (e) The photos are re-shared to a completely different circle, which excludes Alice.

databases, so that adversaries cannot easily re-identify a user from
sanitized datasets. However, they are not suitable to protect (sensitive) user contents in the settings of online social networks, where
user IDs (or screen names) are revealed. Moreover, an ideal privacy
protection solution for SNSs is not to discourage the socialization
such as sharing photos with friends. In this context, behavioral
researchers and practitioners argue that privacy could be defined
as having the ability to control the dissemination of (personal) information. Recently, the concept of social circles have been adopted
in the research community [44, 54, 55] and in commercial products
[30, 64]. The key idea is that new messages are posted to designated
audience (i.e., social circles) and the message owners have a full
control of the information boundary, where information is conceptually bounded by the social circle. Meanwhile, social circles are
also expected to promote information sharing, since they give users
the perception of security and privacy. However, social circles are
neither clearly defined nor strictly enforced (e.g., circle leakage in
Example 1.1). [64] also indicates that use of social circles is limited
due to lack of users, and users are unaware of how information
could spread beyond circles in Google+. We argue that current
adoptions of social circles have significant drawbacks: (1) the social
circle model was loosely defined and there was no formal underpinning to support the model; (2) There was no systematic analysis of
the requirements, properties, and issues associated with the model;
(3) There is a major usability issue that prevents users from adopting
social circles: it is labor-intensive and tedious to manually arrange
existing users into circles, and to identify the appropriate circle for
every new message; and (4) There is no available solution to detect
leaky circles (as in Example 1.1) – users are more vulnerable since
their perceived protection boundaries are often quietly violated.
The contributions of this paper are three-fold: (1) we have formalized a social circle model for social network privacy protection,
which is based on the notions of private information boundaries and
restricted access and limited control. The social circle model facilitates socialization while allows users to control the dissemination
of their information belongings; (2) Using the social circle model
as the basis of analysis, we have carefully examined the privacy enforcement mechanisms of six leading social networking platforms;
and (3) We further discuss the implications of our findings. The
proposed model and analysis is expected to serve as a blueprint

of technological approaches to improve the validity, usability and
efficiency of social network privacy protection solutions.

2 THE SOCIAL CIRCLE MODEL
2.1 Preliminaries
Adoption of user privacy control presents not only a technical challenge, but also a social one. Studies have shown that even users
with high concern about privacy do not always take appropriate
actions even when those measures are fairly easy to perform. This
phenomenon is known as the Privacy Paradox–i.e., users state
high levels of privacy concerns but behave in ways that seemingly
contradict their privacy attitudes [1, 2, 46]. Two complementary
theoretical explanations have been proposed. First, Acquisti et al.
argued that the dichotomy between privacy attitude and behavior
is due to bounded rationality–i.e., human agents are unable to have
absolute rationality because they either do not have the proper
knowledge to process the risks, or they underestimate the risks by
discounting the possibility of future negative events [1, 2]. Second,
privacy control features make users’ online profiles less visible, and
thus can work against developing social relationships. This causes
privacy control to be viewed as an additional cost in terms of socialrelational concerns [17]. In either theoretical explanation, privacy
control features will not be utilized if the costs are perceived to be
greater than the benefits, despite users’ privacy concerns. Therefore, an ideal privacy protection model that addresses the privacy
paradox is expected to have sufficient rigor and expressiveness to
satisfy the privacy expectations of the users, while it should also
be easily understandable and highly usable.
There has been a movement toward the conceptualization of
privacy as “the ability of individuals to control the terms under
which their personal information is acquired and used” [13] (p.326).
This concept of privacy-as-control originated in Westin’s [65] and
Altman’s [3] theories of privacy, which have since entered the mainstream of privacy research in information systems, HCI, marketing,
and sociology. The notion of privacy as control has, however, been
criticized for its vagueness with regard to (1) the types of personal
information over which people can expect to have control; and (2)
the amount of control they can expect to have over their personal
information [62]. These problems in defining privacy as control

spurred the formulation of a modified notion of privacy as control
and restricted access, which advocates for the provision of different
levels of restricted access to different people for different types of
information in different situations [62]. From this perspective, a
privacy model known as restricted access and limited control (RALC)
[62] has emerged. This new model highlights the need for the creation of a privacy protection boundary to enable people to restrict
others from accessing their personal information [62].

2.2

The Social Circle Model

Drawing on the privacy theory of RALC, we argue that privacy is
a multifaceted concept that should be analyzed with the considerations of: (1) degree of control over information dissemination; and
(2) the extent to which their privacy (protection) expectations are
met (perceived protection “boundaries”). The theoretical distinction
between control and information boundary seems readily understood. However, most users in practice may conflate these two
dimensions by having an “illusion” of control on the information
they reveal: Because they have control over the information publication, they believe they also have control over the accessibility
and use of that information by others. Such “illusion” could be
explained by the optimistic bias where users overestimate their
control over information dissemination, and meanwhile underestimate the future to their shared information by others. In addition,
the optimistic bias may also be caused by the gap between users’
perceived information boundary and the actual boundary enforced
by their privacy settings. The gap might be caused by: (1) the social
network sites often adopt over-simplified privacy models, which
fail to accurately capture users’ perceptions; or (2) when more powerful privacy models are adopted, the actual implementations fail
to correctly enforce the models.
The above social science theoretical perspectives reveal different but interrelated approaches to conceptualize a privacy model.
When looking across these different aspects, we find that individual privacy is better viewed as a multifaceted concept with the
considerations of: (1) the extent to which users can control over
the disclosure, dissemination, and transitive propagation of their
personal information (the strength of deployed privacy control
mechanisms); (2) the extent to which their privacy (protection)
expectations are met (perceived protection “boundaries”); and (3)
the subjective estimation of the gap between users’ perceptions
of protection boundary and the actual boundary enforced by their
privacy settings (optimistic bias).
Based on these findings, now, we formalize the model termed as
Social Circles to integrate the control perspective and the restricted
access to information boundary perspective as follows:
Definition 2.1 (Social Network Identity (SNID)). A social network
identity (SNID) is defined as the identity a specific end user adopts
for a given SNS (or social application). It consists of two attributes,
the name of the SNS and the name the user has adopted for that
site–e.g., SNID1 =(facebook, dul13);
In practice, automatically linking SNIDs from different social
networks to the same real-world identity is a difficult problem,
unless such a link is explicitly available in social network profiles.
Note that SNID owners may explicitly reveal their offline identity
to the public or to their friends, especially in closed social networks

such as Facebook or WeChat, where friends are often connected
offline as well. This fact also supports our original claim that the
primary goal should be protecting sensitive content instead of
protecting identity. In this paper, we consider SNIDs from different
social networks as independent – Alice from Twitter and Alice from
Facebook are considered unrelated. The rationale is that the privacy
protection mechanism from each OSN platform only handles SNIDs,
posts, and information flow within its platform. That is, a crossplatform privacy protection mechanism does not exist yet.
Definition 2.2 (Social Circle). A social circle (SC) is simply a set
of SNIDs that is conceptually grouped together by a user and used
for some purpose–i.e., SC = {SNID1 , SNID2 , …, SNIDn }.
The owner of the circle does not own the SNIDs in the circle –
rather, she groups her contacts/friends in circles. A social circle
represents the fact that every social network post is intended for a
targeted group, where users in the group has inherent social ties or
similarities. Posts on similar topics are often intended for the same
group. For example, Professor Alice may share research news with
colleagues (SC Alice,C ) and students (SC Alice,S ), but only shares her
baby’s photos with personal friends. Three different (potentially
overlapping) circles are implied here. In the rest of the paper, we
use Alice to denote the owner of multiple circles. We also assume
that SNIDs in the same circle all belong to the same social network.
The implication is that we do not concern partially overlapping
social circles from different platforms. For example Alice may use
her Google+ SNID to interact with dancing buddies and a LinkedIn
SNID to interact with professional colleagues. In this scenario,
they are considered two unrelated SNIDs with two unrelated social
circles, although a member in the Google+ circle and a member in
the LinkedIn circle may be owned by the same offline friend.
Definition 2.3 (Information Belongings). A user’s information
belongings (I ), defined as his or her personal attributes (e.g., birthdate, SSN), content created (e.g., writings, photos), or traces of
online social activity (e.g., joining a club, adding a friend).
In our model, information belongings are categorized as: (a)
attributes, which often contain sensitive information (e.g., date of
birth, SSN); (b) user-generated information (e.g., writings, photos,
videos); (c) public content forwarded or re-posted by the SNID (i.e.
Alice posts a news article to her wall); (d) social activities (e.g. Alice
joins a club); and (e) information generated in response to another
information belonging (e.g., Bob replies to Alice’s post).
All original attributes and messages (type-a and b) from Alice are
considered her privacy. Different content may pose different levels
of privacy concern (e.g., a blog post about a park vs. a blog post
about family members). However, as none of the existing social
networks provides the capability of autonomous content analysis
and content-based protection, all information belongings in each
category are subject to the same privacy protection mechanism.
Meanwhile, a type-c information belonging (third-party message) is usually considered as not private, however, any comment
from the user is private. Moreover, the fact that the user forwarded
the message is a type-d information belonging (social activity),
which is also private. For example, forwarding and commenting
on a news report about the presidential election may reveal Alice’s
political opinions, even though the news itself is non-private.

Last, the type-e information belongings – small pieces of information attached to another (seed) information belonging – are the
trickiest. When Bob “likes” or replies to Alice’s post, it is both conceptually and practically unclear about the controller of the type-e
information belonging. Although the content is generated by Bob
(i.e. Bob is the owner), it is impractical for Bob to explicitly specify
a social circle for each reply. In practice, different social networks
handle them differently, while some implementations introduce
potential privacy issues (to be elaborated in Section 3).
Definition 2.4 (Protection Boundary). The protection boundary
of an element within a user’s information belongings is defined as
the union of the social circles within which the element is shared.
The core component of the social circle model is the protection
boundary. We assume that when a user posts one or more belongings to a social circle, the individual who owns the social circle
and the belongings are one and the same. That says, only Alice
could post an information belonging to her own social circle. Another SNID in Alice’s circle, Bob, could “reply to” (or “like”) this
information belonging, however, when Bob attempts to “forward”
the information belonging to his own circle (i.e., outside of Alice’s
original circle), there may be a potential privacy leakage.
When Alice distributes an information belonging to one of her
social circles, she essentially creates a mapping between the information belonging Ii and all the SNIDs in the circle. This is a
many-to-many mapping, which should only be determined by Alice.
In practice, the SNIDs who see the information belongings should
exactly match Alice’s sharing intention. That is, the perceived protection boundary (SCp ), the specified protection boundary (SCs ),
and the enforced protection boundary (SCe ) should all be identical.

2.3

Properties of the Social Circle Model

With the definition of the key concepts of the social circle model,
now we elaborate the desired properties for a social network privacy
protection mechanism. In particular, the protection boundaries that
determine who can access the information belongings should be
controlled by the user and enforced in a non-leaky manner. What
the user perceives as her protection boundaries should be consistent
with what she specifies to the social network provider.
Property 1 (Control). The protection boundary of an information
belonging should be fully controllable by its owner.
This property states that the social circle owner controls the
enforced circle (SCe ). This is the most fundamental property of
the social circle model. It implies that nobody, including the social
network platform, should violate the information sharing intentions
of the owner of the information belonging. Example 1.1 in Section
1 presents a typical violation of this property, in which the user lost
control of her protection boundary. When a member in any social
circle attempts to move information from its origin to his/her own
circles, it is the online version of “social gossips”, which results a
violation of Property Control.
The Control property provides a theoretical guidance on how “forward” functions should be implemented in social networks. When
Alice posts a message to her designated social circle (SC A ), which
includes Bob, Bob should: (1) be disallowed to forward the message;
(2) be allowed to forward the message to its original (Alice’s) social

circle SC A ; or (3) be allowed to forward the message to a smaller
circle, i.e. a subset of SC A defined by Bob. Option (2) is the design
choice of some social network platforms. Although it does not
violate Alice’s protection boundary, it discloses the fact that “Bob
is Alice’s friend and he forwarded the message” to people who are
not Bob’s friends (i.e., SC A SC B ). If Bob is unaware of this fact and
makes a different assumption (that the message is only visible to his
friends), it may violate Bob’s sharing intention. Option (3) is usually
implemented in this way: Bob selects a protection boundary (SC B )
for the forwarded message, and the new enforced boundary would
be the intersection of two circles SC A ∩ SC B . This appears to be
the best option, which ensures that Alice’s information belonging
does not escape from its original circle, and also gives Bob enough
control to his type-d information belonging.
Meanwhile, as we have discussed, type-c information belongings (third party messages such as news articles) are generally not
considered to be private. But the corresponding type-d information
belongings are private. That says, when Alice forwards a news article to a designated circle (SC Ai ), Bob should: (1) be able to forward
the original article itself to his designated circle, which is unrelated to Alice or SC Ai ; (2) be able to forward the article, with Alice
tagged to it, in the same way as Alice’s other private information
belongings, i.e., same as options (2) and (3) as described above.
Last, for simplicity and usability concerns, there is no explicit
control of type-e information belongings, i.e., when Bob replies
to Alice’s post, he cannot control who sees the reply. One option
is to apply the same protection boundary as the seed – whoever
sees the seed message sees all the replies. This may violate Bob’s
information sharing intention, when he does not want non-friends
to see his reply. Another model is to implement a default circle for
every user, so that the reply is visible to the intersection of original
circle for this message and Bob’s default circle: SC Ai ∩ SC B, F
Property 2 (Consistency). The user-perceived protection boundary should be consistent with the protection boundary enforced by
a social network site: SCp = SCs = SCe .
This property reiterates the concepts of the perceived boundary, the specified boundary, and the enforced boundary. To correctly enforce Alice’s information sharing intention, we expect
SCp = SCs = SCe . In particular, when there is inconsistency between perceived and specified boundaries (SCp , SCs ), it implies a
potential usability issue with the privacy modeling of the social network platform. When there is inconsistency between specified and
enforced boundaries (SCs , SCe ), it indicates an implementation
error, which often causes leaky boundaries.
Property 3 (Usability). The designs of the system should facilitate
relatively easy specification and utilization of social circles that are
consistent with users’ perceptions. The designs of the system should
not obscure the scope and extent of socialization and sharing.
The usability issues occur throughout the design and implementation of social network privacy protection mechanisms. In the
social circle model, the usability concerns are: (1) it should be easy
to define social circles; (2) the defined social circles should be consistent with user perceptions; (3) it should be easy to select a circle
in posting messages. The core of the proposed Usability property is
to ensure SCp = SCs through a user-friendly mechanism.

A major drawback in the adoption of the social circle model is
the usability problem–it is tedious and labor-intensive to assign
hundreds of existing friends into circles or lists. To tackle this problem, it was proposed that the owner may specify attribute values
or credentials so that qualified SNIDs are automatically admitted to
the circle. However, such delegation may suffer from discrepancies
between user perceptions and specifications. Therefore, undesired
SNIDs may be introduced to a circle due to faultily or incompletely
specified credentials. There are also proposals to automatically
identify social circles based on friendship connections, content and
socialization activities (e.g., [32, 69]). Such proposals are not yet
adopted in commercial OSN products. Meanwhile, they do not
guarantee 100% accuracy – human adjustments are still needed.
Property 4 (Clean Deletion). Assume that an information belonging I is posted at time t 1 and deleted at time t 2 , a user views
the owners’ space at T > t 2 and sees V , the deletion is clean iff
P(I = i) = P(I = i |V ), ∀U .
Information belongings posted to social circles may need to be
deleted/recalled, such as the “regretted messages” [63]. The Clean
Deletion property says that when the owner of an information
belonging (I ) deletes it, users should not learn any information
about I when they look at the owner’s space after the deletion. This
property implies the full control of the social circle owner over the
deletion of information. The deletion should be clean that no SNIDs
in the circle should see any “phantom post”, and no SNIDs in the
circle could be able to infer anything about the deleted post.
Different types of information belongings may be deleted differently. In particular, when a type-b information belonging is deleted,
all of its instances (e.g. forwarded or re-posted instances) should
be completely erased. Its related replies, “likes”, and “notifications”
(e.g., Bob receives a notice when Alice posts a new message) should
be erased too. Meanwhile, there is the concept of forward privacy
in messages deletions: when Alice posts a message and deletes it
before Bob logs in, Bob should be completely unaware of the existence of the deleted message. On the other hand, deleting a type-c
information belonging only removes the copy of the message, but
should not affect the original message. Last, if an SNID is closed,
all of its information belongings should become invisible.
Property 5 (Non-leaky). A user’s information dissemination activity D is defined as a 3-tuple: D = {UA , I , SCs }: user UA disseminates
information belonging I to social circle SCs . The protection boundary for I is non-leaky iff P(I = i) = P(I = i |D), ∀Uo < SCs .
The property says that, for any SNID Uo that is outside the
specified protection boundary SCs , his probability of guessing the
information belongings before I and after I is posted should stay
unchanged. As a complement to the Usability property, the Nonleaky property is to ensure that the enforced boundary equals
the specified boundary SCs = SCe – users outside the specified
boundary cannot access the information. Many social network sites
enforce privacy protection as “messages are only accessible within
the owner’s circle.” However, violations of properties 1–4 all result
in leaky boundaries. Examples include mal-functioning applications
(e.g., Example 1.1 1 in Section 1). In fact, non-leaky models and
the non-leaky enforcement are two very different concepts. When
pragmatic tradeoffs between usability and privacy have to be done,

online social networks may often enforce a non-leaky model in a
leaky way. In general, most of the leaky-boundary issues are caused
by message forwarding and non-clean deletion. In the next section,
we will examine the most popular social network platforms on the
Internet, and discuss the privacy leakages we discovered.

3

ANALYSIS OF SOCIAL NETWORK PRIVACY
MECHANISMS

In this section, we use the social circle model to examine the privacy
protection functions for information dissemination in six popular
social networks. We do not include public social networks, such as
Twitter, that do not provide mechanisms to restrict access to usergenerated content. We focus on the following: (1) The definition
(configuration) of social circles, especially the usability issues when
adding users into circles; (2) The control of information dissemination, and the consistency between specified and enforced circles; (3)
The security of the protection boundaries, especially, whether the
boundaries are leaky when the information belongings are being
forwarded; (4) The handling of Type-e information belongings (e.g.,
likes and replies); and (5) The clean deletion of information belongings. Unless specified otherwise, all the experiments discussed in
this section were conducted in December 2017 and January 2018.

3.1

Facebook

Facebook is reported to be the largest online social network platform, with 2 billion monthly active users. Facebook started as an
internal social networks for Harvard College students, and later
expanded to more universities and eventually to the public. As the
business interest of Facebook is to facilitate socialization and sharing, their privacy policy used to be quite loose, such as: “The default
privacy setting for certain types of information you post on Facebook is set to ‘everyone.’” With years of development, the privacy
protection mechanisms in Facebook have evolved significantly.
Defining Social Circles: Initially, Facebook’s privacy settings
were based on the concept of “networks”, which include schools,
geography, etc. For example, when a user registered with an
@cmu.edu email, she became part of the “CMU network”. Although
many users perceived their protection boundary to be “friends”,
however, by default, profiles and activities were open to their networks (e.g., entire University network) [23]. In this case, everyone
has several default circles, but she has no control over the membership of such circles (violation of Property 1. Control).
The current privacy protection mechanism of Facebook allows
users to organize friends into custom lists, which are equivalent to
social circles. Lists could be created by adding users one-by-one.
Meanwhile, since Facebook explicitly collects user attributes such
as location, education, work, etc, it also creates smart lists for users
(e.g., all friends from CMU are placed into one list). Other than the
smart lists, users cannot add friends in batch operations.
Control: When a user posts a message, she could choose a protection boundary, including public, friends, friends of friends, or a
custom list. This allows a user to define any arbitrary protection
boundary for each message. When a friend is explicitly tagged in a
message, he/she is automatically added to the enforced circle and
cannot be removed. However, this function could be confusing
that: (1) when a custom list (SCc ) is selected and a friend (fi ) is

tagged, the actual protection boundary is the custom list + anyone
tagged, i.e., SCc ∪ { fi }; however, (2) when the default list of friends
(SC F ) is selected and a friend (fi ) is tagged, the new protection
boundary is friends + anyone tagged + friends of anyone tagged, i.e.
SC F ∪ fi ∪ SC fi , F , unless the user explicitly un-checks “friends of
anyone tagged” in custom settings. Note that fi owns circle SC fi , F .
Therefore, the user is posting information to someone else’s circle,
which is out of her control (violation of Property Control). This
practice may not seem intuitive/appropriate to all users.
Forwarding: In the current version of Facebook, an information
belonging that has restricted access (non-public) cannot be reshared/forwarded, except for type-c information belongings. Typec information belongings could always be re-shared, but the previous sharer’s information is excluded in re-sharing. That is, when
Alice shares an ESPN news article to SC A , Bob could re-share it,
but he is actually re-sharing from ESPN, without any indication
that Alice also shared it. Meanwhile, when Alice posts a Type-b
information belonging to public and Bob re-shares it, Bob could
specify the protection boundary of his re-share. Bob’s friend Cathy
could re-share from Bob’s wall, but she is actually re-sharing Alice’s seed information belonging. The fact that Bob re-shared the
message is not further re-shared.
Replies: In Facebook, all replies and likes (Type-e information belongings) inherent the protection boundary of the seed content.
Therefore, the actual owner of the type-e information belongings
has no control over the enforced protection boundary. For example, when Bob replies to Alice’s message, the enforced boundary
of the reply (SCe, Bob (R)) is the same as the protection boundary
of the original message (SCe,Al ice (M)), which is defined by Alice. It would be interesting to examine if/how Bob’s perceived
boundary (SCp, Bob (R)) would be different from the enforced boundary SCe, Bob (R). In practice, Bob’s reply could be viewed by total
strangers of Bob, which could be considered a potential privacy
leakage. In the literature, [42] also mentioned that users might be
unaware of the possibility of privacy leakage in replies in Twitter.
Clean deletion: Facebook supports clean deletion. In particular,
when Alice posts a message that tags Bob, and deletes the message
before Bob logs in. Bob will not receive any notification about
the message or the tagging. Meanwhile, when a seed information
belonging is deleted, all re-shares are also erased.
The Main Takeaway: Facebook, as one of the largest online social
networks, has implemented a privacy model that supports social
circles. It provides rich functions in defining circles and control
protection boundaries. Sometimes there could be inconsistency
between perceived and enforced protection boundaries, mainly due
to the complications with tagging and the default circle of Friends.
The enforced boundaries are non-leaky. In summary, we feel that
Facebook’s implementation of the social circle model is mostly
correct, as long as the users use it correctly.

3.2

Google Plus (Google+)

Google plus, launched in 2011, is an Internet based social network
that is operated by Google with 375 million active users as of August
2017. Circles is one of the core functions in Google+.
Define Circles: The default circles in Google+ are friends, family,
acquaintances, and following. Users could create new circles and

add any arbitrary set of users to any circle. Note that adding a user
into a circle, even into the Friends circle, does not require mutual
following relationship. Each user needs to be added manually, while
there is no mechanism to add a bulk of followers into one circle.
On the other hand, Google+ also has the concept of “Communities” and “Collections”. Each community is like a discussion room
for people with similar interests. The owner of the community has
full control of the membership of the community. Collections are
used as a container for posts, where all the posts in the collection
inherit the same protection boundary as the collection.
Control: When a user posts a message, she could choose one of
the following as the destination: (1) a community, (2) a collection,
or (3) a set of circles and users (followings and followers). In option
(3), the enforced protection boundary is the union of all selected
Ð
Ð
circles and users: SCe = SCs = ( i SCi )∪( j U j ). It is not possible
to specify other operations such as (SCi ∩ SC j ) or (SC F \ {Alice}).
In options (2) and (3), the user has full control of the protection
boundaries. On the other hand, all Type-e information belongings
inherit the protection boundary from the seed.
Although communities are not intended for access control, a
user could choose a community as the destination when she posts a
message (in the same way she chooses circles as destinations). However, for communities not owned by her, she has no control over
who sees the post now and in the future. The fact that communities
and circles could be selected in the same way as the destination
of a post could be confusing to the users, and may cause potential
privacy issues (Potential violation of Property 2. Consistency).
Forwarding: Unless the owner explicitly disables re-sharing, any
user is allowed to forward Type-b and Type-c information belongings that she has access to. For an information belonging that is
not posted to public (SCe (M) , U ), a warning will be displayed at
the re-share attempt, but it could be ignored. Meanwhile, when
SCe (M) , U , it cannot be forwarded to the public. However, the
protection boundary for M 0 could be any arbitrary set of circles
or users defined by the re-sharer, and it could even exclude the
original owner. As a result, the original users’ information is easily
leaked beyond the originally specified protection boundary.
Google+ does not distinguish Type-b and Type-c information
belongings in re-sharing. That is, when Alice shares a public news
article to a non-public circle, people in the circle will have two
options in re-sharing this article: (1) Directly re-share from Alice:
this is the same as re-sharing any Type-b information from Alice:
the warning will be displayed, and the article can only be re-shared
to non-public circles. (2) Click on the original article and re-share
from there, so that it could be re-shared to public. For both options,
the article displayed on the re-sharer’s wall will be the same –
although he re-shared from Alice in Option (1), there would be no
indication of Alice in the re-shared post.
Clean Deletion: Google plus doesn’t support Clean deletion. When
the seed information is deleted, the re-shares are not deleted. For
instance, when Bob re-shares a post from Alice and later Alice
deletes the post, Bob’s re-share will still exist, showing that it was
from Alice. Interestingly, Bob’s re-share is not allowed to be further
re-shared if the seed information is deleted. Last, if Bob deletes a
comment and undo the ‘+1’ action (similar to ‘like’ in Facebook)
made to Alice’s post, the notification of the comment will disappear,
but the notification of the ‘+1’ will be kept.

The Main Takeaway: Google+ implements a social circle model,
in which users have full control in defining circles and posting
to circles. The protection boundary gets leaky when posts are
forwarded by followers. Although the leakage could be prevented
by disabling forwarding, usability appears to be an issue. The
community mechanism is not intended for access control. However,
it gives users a feeling that it could be used to control information
dissemination, but the boundary is out-of-control and leaky.

3.3

VKontakte

VKontakte (VK) is an online social networking service that is very
popular in Russian. As of January 2018, VK ranked 17th in Alexafis global top 500 sites, and is 5th among social networking sites.
VKontakte is more akin to Facebook.
Defining Social Circles: VKontakte allows users to organize friends
into default lists (Best Friends, Co-Workers, Family, University
Friends and School Friends) or custom lists. VK also has another
function similar to social circles named groups, which can be open
(anyone can join), closed (can request to join or by invitation) or
private (can join on invitation). However, similar to Google+’s
communities, this function is not designed for privacy protection.
Control: In VKontakte, the social circles could be used in general
privacy settings to define an information boundary for each category of information, such as: “Who can view photos of me”, “Who
can view the Saved photos album”. However, the general privacy
settings does not include Type-b information belongings, whose
protection boundary needs to be configured for each information
belonging. When a user attempts to post a status update, she can
only choose between Public (SC = U ) or Friends (SC F ). When
she creates an album as a container for photos, she can select finegrained protection boundaries such as one or more social circles
Ð
(SC = SCi ). In VK, privacy settings are very complicate, for
instance, hiding your profile does not hide your birthday – you can
only configure your birthday to be shown to public or completely
hidden in profile editing. Last, all Type-e information belongings
inherit the protection boundary of seed message.
Forwarding: In VK, a user can re-share a public Type-b or Type-c
information belonging to: her wall, a community she is in, or via
a private message to any friend. For a private wall post that is
accessible to her (i.e., she is within the protection boundary), she
can share it as a private message to any friend, even the ones who
are outside of the protection boundary of the post. Meanwhile, for
a private photo, she can share it as a private message or directly on
her wall. In the latter case, the photo becomes accessible to anyone
who sees her wall, which could be public. In either case, there is no
warning regarding the privacy of the original owner of the photo.
This shows that the enforced protection boundaries could be easily
broken, and the social circle is leaky.
Clean Deletion: In VK, when a wall post is re-shared and then
deleted, all the re-shared copies will continue to exist, and they can
be further re-shared. That says, when an information belonging is
re-shared, a copy is made and its control belongs to the re-sharer.
The Main Takeaway: VK does not do a good job in protecting user
privacy, especially in message forwarding. VK used similar designs
with Facebook. The privacy vulnerability during forwarding existed
on Facebook in 2014 and earlier. Facebook fixed this vulnerability

and enforced tighter privacy restrictions, unfortunately, VK did not
follow. Meanwhile, clean deletion is not supported in VK, which
means once a post/photo has been forwarded, the original owner
completely loses control to the information belonging.

3.4

Sina Weibo

Sina Weibo is a social media platform with over 361 million active
users in the second quarter of 2017. It is considered as a microblogging service similar to Twitter. The design is intended to be
open to encourage sharing and socialization. For instance, all followings and followers are open to public. However, it added limited
privacy protection functions for microblogs.
Defining Social Circles: Sina Weibo has three mechanisms to
manage followers or followings in groups. Not all of them are designed for privacy protection, or can be used to control information
dissemination. (1) Friend circle: “Friends” are defined as followers
who are also followed by the owner (i.e. mutual followers). All
friends are automatically added into this circle, while the owner
could remove friends from this circle. She cannot add non-friends
into this circle. Each user has only one friend circle, and she has full
control over the membership. This circle could be used for control
the boundary of information dissemination. (2) Weibo Groups: They
are designed as chat groups, but it is possible to post microblogs
to groups. A user could create chat groups by adding followers
into the chat. Owners have full control over group membership.
She can configure the group to be open or allow members to invite
others. Members could leave the group at any time, but they do not
have control over the membership of others. (3) Groups of followings: user can group the accounts that she is following into groups,
so that she could view mricroblogs from a specified group. This
function is designed for managing information consumption, not
for information dissemination – users cannot post to such groups.
Control: When a user posts a microblog message, she could choose
a protection boundary as: public, friend circle (SC F ), or a chat
group. The friend circle is a true social circle that (1) the owner has
full control over the membership, and (2) the enforced protection
boundary is exactly the members in this circle SCs = SCe = SC F .
Meanwhile, a message could be posted to any Weibo (chat) group
that the user participates. Although this provides a means of information boundary, the mechanism is inconsistent with the social
circle model or any other privacy model for social network information dissemination. In particular, a user may post to a group that
is not owned by her, and she has no control over the membership
of the group. Moreover, since the groups are dynamic and the user
does not have full control over group membership, the perceived
boundary SCp could be dramatically different from the actually
enforced boundary SCe . This is a violation of Property Control.
Forwarding: In Weibo, messages maybe forwarded by others,
while the forwarding history is maintained. That is, when Bob
forwards a message from Alice, his friend Charlie will have two
options: (1) forwarding from Bob’s wall, so that the forwarded
message shows a forward chain like “forwarded from Bob who forwarded from Alice”. This chain could be very long in practice; (2)
directly forwarding from Alice, so that the chain shows “forwarded
from Alice”. A Type-b or Type-C information belonging that is not
available to public (e.g. a message to SC F ) cannot be forwarded.

Meanwhile, when an original information belonging is public, but
forwarded by someone to her SC F , this forwarded message cannot
be re-forwarded. However, anyone who has access to ancestor
nodes in the forwarding chain could still forward from there.
Replies: In Sina Weibo, there are two different notions of (1) who
can reply and (2) who can see the replies. The SNID could configure
who can reply to a post, such as everyone, followers, etc. Meanwhile,
the protection boundary of Type-e information belongings is the
intersection of the protection boundary of the seed message and
the circle which is chosen by users to determine who could reply.
Clean Deletion: In Sina Weibo, when a type-b information belonging is deleted, all its replies and notifications of replies are erased.
However, if the message has been forwarded, then the forwarder’s
wall will show a message like “this post has been deleted by the
original user”, but it does not reveal the SNID of the user. However, when Alice forwards a post, Bob re-forwards it, and Alice
later deletes her forwarded post, Bob’s message will remain on his
wall with the complete forwarding chain which shows that it is
re-forwarded from Alice. That is, a user can (almost) cleanly delete
an original post, but cannot cleanly delete a forwarded post.
The Main Takeaway: Sina Weibo provides one mechanism that
implements a limited social circle model. It supports only one
circle for each user, who has full control over this circle. The circle
is non-leaky, except potential issues with the inherited protection
boundaries of the type-e information belongings. On the other hand,
although the Chat Group mechanism could be utilized for access
control of microblog posts, it was not intended for this function,
and it creates issues with Consistency, Usability, and Control.

3.5

QZone

Tencent Qzone is a public social network platform for Tencent’s
instant messaging software named QQ. It allows QQ users to publish
diverse types of content, such as blogs (journals), microblogs (“Shuoshuo”), photo, music, etc. It had over 606 million monthly active
users in the second quarter of 2017.
Defining Social Circles: Users could define custom lists in QZone,
which are expected to work as social circles. Users could extract
any subset of friends from QQ into custom lists.
Control: A user could define a protection boundary for the entire QZone SC(Z ) as public (to all QQ users), friends, or a subset
of friends. Only users in this boundary could access the QZone.
In the QZone, different privacy protection mechanisms are developed for different media type: (1) The default specified protection
boundary for blogs and microblogs is public. The owner could
specify a new boundary SCs (M) by including or excluding a subset of friends. The actually enforced protection boundary will be
SCe (M) = SC(Z ) ∩ SCs (M). (2) Users could set protection boundaries for albums, so that all photos in the album will inherit the
same protection boundary SCe (Albumn) = SC(Z ) ∩ SCs (Album).
Last, just like Facebook, all Type-e information belongings such as
replies inherit the protection boundary from the seed content.
Forwarding: There are two types of forwarding activities in QZone:
“Re-share” and “Reprint”. Re-sharing is like creating a link to the
original information belonging (except that microblogs are copied).
The protection boundary of re-shared information belongings inherits the protection boundary of the re-sharer’s QZone, which

cannot be re-configured. Meanwhile, reprinting is making a copy of
the original message (for blogs and photos), where a new protection
boundary could be set by the reprinter.
When a non-public protection boundary is specified for a microblog, it cannot be re-shared. However, in the case that the specified protection boundary is public (SCs (M) = U ) but the QZone is
not open to public (i.e. SCe (M) = SC(Z ) , U ), the message could be
re-shared. The re-shared microblog breaks the originally enforced
protection boundary – whoever could view the re-sharer’s QZone
sees the re-shared message: SCe (M 0 ) = SC Bob (Z ) , SCe (M).
A blog message could always be re-shared regardless of the originally specified protection boundary. The new boundary will inherit
the boundary of the re-sharer’s QZone (SCe (M 0 ) = SC Bob (Z )). The
title and the first few lines of the blog (and thumbnails of images)
are shown in the re-sharer’s QZone, with a link to the original blog
– a user in SCe (M 0 ) \ SCe (M) could see all these information, but
will get an error clicking on the link. A blog could also be reprinted,
so that a new copy of the blog is created on the reprinter’s wall with
a new protection boundary specified during reprint. The reprinted
blog becomes completely out of the control of its original owner.
Clean Deletion: In Qzone, deleting a blog will not erase its reshares – the title, abstract and thumbnail will stay in the re-sharer’s
space, but the link will point to an error message. Reprints are not
affected when the original blog is deleted – they are not controlled
by the original creator. On the other hand, deleting a microblog will
erase all its re-shares. However, when a photo without text description is attached to a microblog, the text content of the microblog
will be copied to the description. Deleting the microblog (not deleting the photo from the album) will not affect the description of the
photo, and it will continue to be visible with the photo.
The Main Takeaway: QZone implements the social circle model,
where any arbitrary circle could be specified when the user posts
an information belonging. However, the circles become leaky when
information belongings are re-shared or reprinted. Meanwhile,
when an information belonging is deleted, not all its occurrences
are erased. These vulnerabilities could post serious privacy threats
to the owners of the information belongings.

3.6

WeChat

WeChat is an instant messenger and social networking software
developed by Tencent. Its monthly active users reached 963 million
in the second quarter of 2017. In this paper, we focus on the social
networking component embedded in WeChat: the Moments, in
which users may share: (1) a text message with 0 to 9 photos; or (2)
a third party resource (link) such as a news article.
Defining Social Circles: Social networks are defined using tags –
SNIDs (friends) carrying the same tag are considered in the same
circle. Circles may have overlapping SNIDs. Since WeChat integrates instant messenger with social networking, users could add
all the friends from group chats to the same circle.
Control: When a Type-b or c information belonging is posted, the
default boundary is all friends. The user could set a customized
protection boundary by including or excluding a subset of circles.
That is, the specified boundary could be: (1) SCs = SC Alice, F ; (2)
Ð
Ð
SCs = i SC Alice,i ; or (3) SCs = SC Alice, F \ ( i SC Alice,i ), where
Ð
i denotes the union of the circles SCi . No other set operations are

supported. In particular, users cannot specify SCs = SCi ∩ SC j or
SCs = SCi \ SC j , unless they explicitly define a circle as SCi ∩ SC j .
Forwarding: Users cannot forward others’ type-b information
belongings, i.e., original messages and pictures. Users could forward
Type-c information belongings regardless of the original access
control settings. However, when Bob forwards a Type-c information
belonging from Alice’s moments to his own moments, he is actually
forwarding from the original source – Alice is never associated with
the re-post, so that her privacy is not violated.
Replies and Likes (type-e information belongings): In WeChat
moments, protection boundary of type-e information belongings
cannot be explicitly specified. The enforced circle is the intersection of the specified circle of the seed message and the replier’s
default circle. For example, Alice posts a photo to the colleagues
circle: SCs (M) = SC Al ice,C . Bob, who is a member of SC Alice,C ,
comments on the photo. Bob’s comment is only visible to Alice’s
colleagues who are also friends of Bob. That is, the enforced protection boundary of Bob’s reply is SCe (R) = SCs (M) ∩ SC Bob =
SC Al ice,C ∩SC Bob, F . This model is more restricted than Facebook’s
model for Type-e information belongings, where SCe(R) = SCs (M).
Clean Deletion: In WeChat, deleting an information belonging
from the moment may not erase all its traces. In particular, we found
that notifications are not cleanly erased when the seed information
belongings are deleted. This vulnerability may result undesired
recovery of deleted posts on some versions of WeChat.
(1) Deletion of Type-e information belongings. When Bob likes or
comments on Alice’s message (i.e., Bob posts a Type-e information
belonging), Alice receives a notification of the activity. When Bob
unlikes or deletes the comment (i.e. deletes the Type-e information
belonging), Alice still sees a notification saying that “the comment
has been deleted” – the notification is updated upon the deletion of
the Type-e information belonging, but not deleted correspondingly.
(2) Deletion of Type-b information belonging. Deleting the original
message will result the deletion of all attached Type-e information
belongings, but not the deletion of corresponding notifications. The
notifications become dangling that the seed messages no longer
exist. Meanwhile, users may be able to access the deleted message
(phantom message) through the dangling notifications. In our experiment, a WeChat user posted a picture to his moment (WeChat
V6.5.18 on iOS), as shown in Fig. 2 (a). His friends liked the picture,
hence, he received notifications about the event. Later, he decided to
delete the picture (Fig. 2 (b)). The picture and the likes disappeared,
however, the notifications of the likes, including a thumbnail of
the first picture, still existed, (Fig. 2 (c)). To make things worse,
clicking on dangling notification would lead to a phantom copy
of the original message (Fig. 2 (d)) – the likes were gone, but the
text message and the picture(s) were all shown. We name this the
Dangling notifications and Phantom posts vulnerability of WeChat
moments. This bug does not appear on all versions of WeChat. In
our experiments, clicking on the dangling notifications in the Android version of WeChat (V6.5.14) will not load the phantom post.
However, clicking on the thumbnail of the dangling notification
will always load a phantom picture (original size).
The Main Takeaway: WeChat Moments implement a social circle model, in which each user has a default circle consists all her
friends. Circles could be extracted from group chats, which is a plus
from the usability perspective. Users have full control over their

circles and circles are implemented non-leaky. Type-b information
belongings cannot be forwarded, which is somewhat restrictive
from usability perspective, but it improves privacy. For Type-e
information belongings, unlike other social networks that inherits
the protection boundary from their seed posts, WeChat utilizes the
repliers’ default circles to further tighten the boundary for each
reply/like. This is more desirable compared with all other social
networks we examined. Last, we found a vulnerability in clean
deletion, which may be caused by caching.

4 IMPLICATIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
4.1 Implications
Privacy Model. In this paper, we have articulated the social circle
model. We show that this model has sufficient rigor and expressiveness to satisfy the needs for controlling the boundary of information
dissemination in social networks. It is also easily understandable
and highly usable for non-expert users. Several popular OSNs have
adopted privacy models that resemble the social circle model. Although the concept of social circles appears to be straight forward,
the three-way interactions between social circles, different types of
information belongings, and operations on the information belongings
may be confusing to both developers and users. In practice, the
implementation/enforcement of the social circle model could be
problematic, as we have demonstrated in Section 3.
Enforcement. From our investigation on six popular social networking sites, we can see that none of them developed a perfectly
non-leaky privacy protection mechanism. Some platforms implemented more things right, while some made serious mistakes. In
particular, forwarding has been a big challenge – some sites set relaxed restrictions on forwarding to encourage socialization, which
resulted in leaky boundaries when a post is forwarded outside
its original circle (SC(M 0 ) \ SC(M) , Φ); while some sites enforce
more restrictions on forwarding, so that privacy leaks are less likely.
Clean deletion has been another issue, where we have identified
leakages in the models and inconsistencies in the implementations.
Usability. A privacy protection mechanism needs to be used and
used properly in order to be effective. In our investigation, we
found that not all privacy mechanisms are easily understandable
and convenient to use. For example, in several social networks,
the forwarding function needs to be explicitly disabled using a
“hidden” checkbox for each post, even for posts to private circles.
Otherwise the post may be forwarded out of its original circle
without the consent of the owner of the information belonging.
The lack of usability directly leads to privacy threats. Meanwhile,
some mechanisms that are not intended for privacy protection (e.g.,
Google+’s Community and QZone’s Chat Group functions) also
have features similar to social circles that could confuse the users.

4.2

Discussions

Overlapping vs. Non-overlapping Circles. Overlapping circles
means two social circles have members in common: SCi ∩ SC j ,
Φ. Most of the social networks allow overlapping circles since
such overlapping exists in real-world relationships, e.g., Bob could
be your classmate as well as colleague. However, SNIDs in the
intersection of two circles have the privilege to access information
disseminated to both circles, which may have the potential to cause

Figure 2: Non-clean deletion in WeChat: (a) User posts a picture, which was liked by two friends; (b) user deletes the message;
(c) user could still see notifications that his friends “liked” the picture; (d) user could further click on the notifications to
retrieve a phantom copy of the deleted message, but the “likes” were gone.
privacy threats. However, the models for overlapping circles and
non-overlapping circles are convertible: two overlapping circles
SC 1 and SC 2 could be translated into three non-overlapping circles:
SC 1 ∩ SC 2 , SC 1 \ SC2, and SC 2 \ SC 1 .
Co-ownership and Multi-party Sharing. Information belongings may be co-owned by multiple users, such as a photo with several people in it. We consider explicit and implicit co-ownerships:
(1) When Alice tags Bob on a photo, Bob becomes the explicit coowner. In this case, the desired protection boundary should be
the intersection of two specified boundaries: SC Al ice,s ∩ SC Bob,s .
However, this is impractical in real world social networking platforms. For instance, Facebook allows users (Alice) to tag friends
(Bob) on a photo, however, the tagged friends: (i) do not have any
control over the original photo – Alice still retain full ownership of
I ; (ii) can configure if photos with himself in them are automatically
displayed on his own timeline; and (iii) can forward the photo even
if the photo is non-public. (2) When Alice shares a photo with
Bob in it, or Alice and Bob shares the same photo, the implicit
co-ownership needs to be identified before enforcing multi-party
access control. To our best knowledge, identification of implicit
co-ownership is not supported in existing OSNs. To learn more
about co-owned content and multi-party sharing, please refer to
the literature, e.g., [48, 56, 58, 59] .
Leaky boundary monitoring. Besides the leaky enforcement of
protection boundaries, an active attacker within one social circle
could always copy-paste or even make a screen capture of a post,
and repost as a new message to a new circle of his/her own. Defending against this attack will require prediction of user behaviors,
active monitoring of high-risk nodes (friends who are “gossipy”)
and content-based detection of similar messages. Such attacks bypass all the privacy protection mechanisms from the SN platform,
hence, they are outside the scope of this paper.
Circle Updates. Although social circles are relatively stable –
similar to roles in RBAC, they still get updated, especially with
newly introduced friends or changes in social status/relationships.

When a social circle is reconfigured (by adding/removing members),
different social networks take different approaches in managing the
protection boundary of existing messages in this circle. For example,
Google+ will update the protection boundary to the new circle,
while WeChat choose to keep the original protection boundary.
That is, when Alice posts a message to a circle and later adds Bob
into the circle, Bob sees the message if they were using Google+,
but he does not see the message if they were using WeChat. Each
of these two design options has its pros and cons, which we cannot
provide in-depth discussions here due to space constraints.
Other Perspectives of Social Network Privacy. In the literature,
researchers study OSN privacy protection from different angles:
(1) protecting user identity in data collection and data publishing
(e.g., k-anonymity, differential privacy); (2) access control models
and enforcement mechanisms for sharing private information; and
(3) preventing users from posting extremely sensitive or regrettable content. In this paper, we follow the second thrust, in which
we attempt to identify and evaluate a model that both facilitates
information sharing and prevents undesired privacy leakage. We
examine the dissemination of potentially private information, and
find models and enforcement mechanisms that are able to contain
information dissemination as specified by the user.
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RELATED WORKS

1. Privacy Threats with SN Platforms and Communication.
[8] and [73] build social networks from multiple resources while
ensuring the privacy of participants. [5] introduces a privacypreserving social network platform that stores and exchanges encrypted content, and access is enforced through key management.
[51] builds a platform that enforces privacy control on third party
applications. Meanwhile, users implicitly reveal their identity (e.g.,
IP address) through network communications. Anonymous communications are proposed to hide user identities [14, 20, 49].

2. Privacy Threats within Social Network Sites. (1) Private
information disclosure. Personal information may be mistakenly
disclosed from trusted social networks: publicly-available archives
of closed social networks [18], social network stalkers [15], code
errors, add-ons and apps [11, 28, 31]. Meanwhile, people publicize
private information if they feel “somewhat typical or positively
atypical compared to the target group” [27]; 80% of the Facebook
users adopt identifiable or semi-identifiable profile photos, and less
than 2% made use of the privacy settings [23]. Users’ privacy settings violate their sharing intentions [38, 41], and they are unable or
unwilling to fix the errors [41]. [33, 50] studies the discrepancies between users’ perceived privacy disclosure and the actual exposure
allowed by privacy policies. [42] explores three types of private
information (e.g., medical conditions) shared in the textual content
of tweet messages. Users may also post messages and later regret
doing so for various reasons [47, 53, 63]. Impersonation attacks
have been proposed [7] to steal private (friends-only) attributes by
faking user identities. (2) Information aggregation attacks. We introduced information aggregation attacks in [34, 39, 70]: significant
amount of privacy is recovered when small pieces of information
submitted by users are associated. In particular, people are highly
identifiable with very little information [21, 60], which make crossnetwork aggregations quite feasible. [6] confirms that a significant
amount of user profiles from multiple SNSs could be linked by email
addresses. (3) Inference attacks. Hidden attributes are inferred from
friends’ attributes with a Bayesian network [25, 26]. Unknown
user attributes could be accurately inferred when as few as 20% of
the users are known [45]. Friendship links and group membership
information can be used to (uniquely) identify users [67] or infer
sensitive hidden attributes [74], e.g., membership of a local engineer
society discloses user’s location and profession [74].
3. Privacy Threats in Published Social Network Data. (1) Attribute re-identification attacks. When social network data sets are
published for legitimate reasons, user identities are removed. Some
well-known techniques include k-anonymity [61], l-diversity [40]
and t-closeness [35]. (2) Structural re-identification attacks. Graph
structure from anonymized social network data could be utilized for
re-identification (survey: [76]). Notably, [4] identifies the problem
that node identities could be inferred through passive and active
attacks. Topological anonymity quantifies the level of anonymity
using the topology properties [52]. Adversaries with knowledge of
user’s neighbors could re-identify the user from network graph [75].
k-degree anonymity requires each node to have the same degree
with at least k − 1 other nodes [36]. [24] models three types of adversary knowledge that could be used to re-identify vertexes from
an anonymized graph. [37] handles social network as a weighted
graph, in which edge labels are also considered sensitive.
4. Social Network Privacy Models. Access control protocols and
models have been proposed for social networks, such as [9, 10, 12,
22]. With the observation that it is difficult to explicitly define
access control for large number of friends, tools have been built to
manage privacy settings: Privacy Wizards [19] builds a machine
learning model to predict and configure privacy rules, and PViz
[43] is proposed to help users comprehend their privacy configurations based on the automatically labeled groups. [57] predicts
privacy policies for newly uploaded images based on their content

similarities with existing images with known policies. Other approaches [68, 71, 72] help users group their contacts by exploiting
the topology relationships among friends. However, none of the
above mentioned approaches prevents privacy leakage during normal socialization, and some of them lack theoretical foundations
from sociological perspectives and/or formal constructs.
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CONCLUSION

With the extreme popularity of online social networks, it is crucial
to protect private content without preventing users from normal
socialization. In this paper, we articulate the social circle model,
which aims to protect the boundary of information dissemination
in social networks. We then use this model to examine six popular
social networks: Facebook, Google+, VK, Tencent QZone, Weibo,
and WeChat. We show that all social network platforms have issues
in their implementations of the social circles that may put users’
privacy at risk. Some of them pose severe vulnerabilities as their
protection boundaries are leaky and sensitive information could
flow out of the circle to a significantly larger audience. We also
briefly discuss the implications of our findings, and other important
issues that are relevant to the social circle model.
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